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ABSTRACT

California has been in a drought since the year 2000 and is now considered to be

in a “megadrought” (Borunda, 2021). Dead and weak trees are susceptible to native

bark beetles and as the drought continues to create more vulnerable trees, the bark

beetle population has been increasing, causing more tree mortality (Rosner, 2020).

Giant sequoia trees are the largest trees on Earth and live for thousands of years

(“Giant Sequoias”, 2021). Scientists have not seen a severe increase in sequoia tree

mortality due to the drought but have seen a “die-back” in their foliage and canopy loss

caused by low water stress (“Leaf to Landscape”, 2016). Fire is an important part to the

life cycle of giant sequoia trees, and they have been known to survive through many

fires throughout their existence (“Giant Sequoias and Fire”, n.d.). However, with an

increase in forest fire fuel from the drought, rising temperatures causing dryer tinder and

many years of fire suppression, fires are getting unnaturally hotter and stronger, putting

sequoia trees at risk (Fox, 2021). When scientists noticed their dying foliage and canopy

loss, the Leaf to Landscape Project was created through partnership with multiple

federal agencies and universities to study the giant sequoia tree's health (“Leaf to

Landscape”, 2016). The project collected tree data by flying an aircraft over Sequoia

and Kings Canyon National Park using LiDAR technology (Nydick, 2018). My project

utilizes the LiDAR data to analyze dead tree clusters and their proximity to giant sequoia

groves using a variety of cluster finding techniques using ArcGIS Pro. Locating dead

tree clusters will help assist with future fire planning for the protection of sequoia trees.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Since the year 2000, California has suffered from severe drought due to climate

change which has recently been categorized as a “megadrought” (Borunda, 2021).

According to scientists, this 20-year drought is much larger than any drought in the last

1,200 years and there is no end in sight (Borunda, 2021). Starting in the early 2010s the

drought has only gotten worse, resulting in low snowpack in the winter and increasingly

hotter temperatures in the summers, causing the death of millions of trees (Dimick,

2015). California saw over 100 million dead trees between 2010-2016 and around 62

million in just 2016 (“New Aerial Survey Identifies More Than 100 Million Dead Trees in

California”, 2016). Due to the rise in tree mortality from the drought, there has been a

massive increase in native bark beetle populations (Rosner, 2020). Bark beetles wreak

havoc on weak trees and the drought is assisting in their population surge, leading to

more dead trees (Rosner, 2020). The United States Forest Service claims that around

80 to 90 percent of the trees that burned in the 309,000-acre Creek Fire, were trees

killed by beetles (Rosner, 2020). Large amounts of dead trees can become problematic

because it generates more forest fire fuel and with temperatures rising from climate

change, so will wildfires (Rosner, 2020). The increase in tree mortality will lead to fires

burning hotter, larger, and will become harder to fight, especially the fires that are

accidental or from unpredictable lightning strikes (Rosner, 2020). The National Park

Service performs prescribed fires, also known as a controlled burn, to help with forest

management (“Wildland Fire: What is a Prescribed Fire?”, 2020). Prescribed fires help

to alleviate forest fire fuel, stimulate vegetation growth, and opens canopy gaps to allow

more sunlight to help assist with younger trees growth (“Giant Sequoias and Fire”, n.d.).
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Wildfires are a natural process through lightning strikes that have helped to manage

forests naturally (“Wildfire and Forest Management”, 2021). Native Americans were also

setting fires to assist with forest management long before non-native people started

settling in the United States (Fox, 2021). However, recent human development near

forests has resulted in fire suppression (Fox, 2021). Fire suppression is not good for the

forest health and increases overcrowding and dead vegetation resulting in the forest

floor to have a buildup of dry flammable undergrowth (Fox, 2021).

Giant sequoia groves saw a lot of fire suppression in the early days of settlement

and in the early years of the National Park Service around the beginning of the 20th

century, resulting in less growth of giant sequoia trees (“Giant Sequoias and Fire”, n.d.) .

Prescribed fires started to be used in Sequoia and Kings Canyon in the 1960s and now

both parks burn about 1,000 acres a year (Fox, 2021). Sequoia trees are known for

being very adaptive to fire because of their thick bark and are known to have survived

many fires over their long lives (Fox, 2021). Fires are a very important part of sequoia

trees' survival and life cycle (Fox, 2021). Their cones release seeds by being exposed

to heat, mainly from “low intensity” fires (Fox, 2021). Even though fire is good for giant

sequoia trees, wildfires are growing unnaturally larger, burning unnaturally hotter, and

getting harder to fight because of fire suppression and the increase in tree mortality

from the drought, putting sequoia trees at risk (Fox, 2021). Because of this, prescribed

fires are becoming increasingly more important for the protection of sequoia trees

(“Giant Sequoias and Fire”, n.d.). In 2020 the Castle fire, which was started by lightning,

burned around 175,000 acres of the Sequoia National Forest, and surrounding areas,

killing around 14 percent of the world’s sequoia trees (Fox, 2021). According to the
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United States Geological Survey and the National Park Service, around 7,500 to 10,600

sequoia trees may have died during this fire (Fox, 2021). Many of the sequoia trees that

died were mature in age, even though mature sequoias are known to survive well in

fires due to their massive size (Fox, 2021). This is a clear sign that there is a problem

occurring, considering that these trees have survived so many fires in the past, and yet

so many were destroyed in just one fire (Fox, 2021). With forest fuel increasing, and

forest tinder getting dryer, recent fires have become deadlier to sequoia trees, and

becoming more of a threat to nearby settlements (Fox, 2021). Giant sequoia trees are a

natural wonder to the world and need to be protected from climate change and human

development. Sequoia trees are thousands of years old and are the biggest trees in the

world by volume (“Giant Sequoias”, 2021). In California, sequoia trees are found on the

western side of the Sierra Nevada mountains, at an elevation between 4,000 and 8,000

feet (“Exploring Giant Sequoia Groves”, 2021). In most sequoia groves, sequoia trees

are less in numbers than any other tree species that exists in them (“Exploring Giant

Sequoia Groves”, 2021). Sequoia trees are not just majestic to view but they are also

quite rare compared to most tree species and that is why it is important to protect and

preserve them from climate change.

Since the drought began, scientists started to notice that not many of California’s

giant sequoia trees have had a major increase in mortality from low water stress, but

they have seen a severe “die-back” in their foliage and an increase in canopy loss

(“Leaf to Landscape”, 2016). In response to this, the Leaf to Landscape project was

created in partnership with Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Park, the United States

Geological Survey (USGS), United States Forest Service (USFS), Stanford University,
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the University of California at Berkeley, and the Carnegie Airborne Observatory (“Leaf to

Landscape”, 2016). The purpose of this project is to study how the drought and low

water stress has affected the giant sequoia trees' health and the overall health of the

forest that surrounds them (“Leaf to Landscape”, 2016). Scientists are plotting and

climbing sequoia trees to measure and collect data to learn about what these trees are

going through and have gone through during extreme drought and to see how

susceptible they are to the current climate change (“Hotter Droughts, Forests and the

Leaf to Landscape Project”, 2016).

The Leaf to Landscape project used remote sensing to assist in gathering data

by using an aircraft to fly over the study area to collect tree data using Light Detection

and Ranging (LiDAR) (Nydick, 2018). The LiDAR data was taken over the project's

study area in Kings Canyon National Park, Sequoia National Park and Sequoia National

Forest (Nydick, 2018). It includes 38 of the park’s giant sequoia groves, and covers an

area of 5,783 hectares (Nydick, 2018). This LiDAR data was collected in August of 2015

and again in July 2016 in the same locations (Nydick, 2018). The data was then

processed by the United States Forest Service (USFS) region 5 remote sensing lab to

identify tree species and mortality. This LiDAR data collection area is in the shape of

two rectangle boxes named the north box and the south box. The south box is still being

processed, however I was able to acquire the data of the north box from my

employment with Sequoia National Park. This LiDAR north box data that I obtained is

roughly 64 square miles and includes close to 3 million trees of 8 different species, 11

Giant Sequoia Groves and just over 20,000 Giant Sequoia trees. Each tree in this

location has been identified as living or dead, by its species type, its shape area, and its
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shape length based on the tree's canopy. Figure 1-1 shows Sequoia and Kings Canyon

National Park boundary with a black outlined rectangle representing the LiDAR

collected area of the north box and all the sequoia groves of both parks. As you can see

most groves shown are in National Park boundaries but there are some that fall outside

the boundary into the Sequoia National Forest. Figure 1-2 shows a close up of the

LiDAR collected study area.

Figure 1-1. Map of both parks with all sequoia groves and the north box study area.
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Figure 1-2. Close up of figure 1-1.

The purpose of my study is to use this LiDAR data to locate and map clusters of

dead trees in proximity to these 11 sequoia groves. This will help to assist with fire

prevention and prescribed fire planning and the ongoing tree mortality research.

Mapping dead tree clusters will help show what areas around these sequoia groves

may be more susceptible to fire and where prescribed fires may need to be

implemented. Finding large dead clusters may also help to see if there are any
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correlations as to why the large dead clusters are occurring where they are, which may

help understand tree mortality through the drought. To accomplish this analysis, I will be

taking the LiDAR tree data and running different spatial analysis tools in ArcGIS Pro to

help locate dead tree clusters. These spatial analysis tools include the quad count

method, optimized hotspot analysis, heat maps, kernel density, point density and

average nearest neighbor. I will be dividing the dead tree data up by the different

watersheds that are in the study area so I can create layers of dead tree data by the

watershed that they are in, inside of the study area. This is because I want to break

down the data into smaller sections for more accurate results. Since the main issue Is

lack of water, I thought that breaking it down by watershed may be helpful for future

analysis. There are a total of 6 watersheds in the study area, the Middle Fork, Marble

Fork, North Fork, Dry Creek, Mill Creek and Mill flat. Then to get a closer and more

accurate look at each sequoia grove, I will also be running cluster analysis on dead

trees found within 0.5 miles of each grove. The sequoia groves I will be looking at are

the Giant Forest, Redwood Mountain, Sequoia Creek, Lost, Muir, Pine Ridge, Big

Springs, Grant, Skagway, Suwanee, and Big Stump. Once I have done this, I will be

able to compare between years of data collected for 2015 and 2016 to see if there was

any significant growth in these dead spots, especially since 2016 was one of the

deadliest tree years in California history. Recent fires will obviously show more dead

trees, but by comparing tree clustering and non-tree clustering to less recent fires may

show evidence or lack thereof of good forest management. Right around the time that

the 2015 data was collected the rough fire was ignited by lightning which burned over

150,000 acres (“Rough Fire Interactive Map”, 2016). A small portion of this fire was in
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the LiDAR data collection area after the 2015 data was collected. This will allow a

before and after analysis of the Rough Fire in the study area.

For this study I am not aiming to report any concrete solutions to this problem or

specific correlations to why large clusters are occurring where they are. I am merely

locating and mapping dead tree clusters to assist in giving the park a better

understanding of where the larger dead tree clusters are located near these 11 sequoia

groves. These clusters could help in future prescribed fire planning for these 11 sequoia

groves protection. This project may also assist foresters and scientists in developing a

better understanding of how the drought is affecting this area of the Sierra Nevada.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS

Data

In August of 2015 and again in July of 2016, the Carnegie Airborne Observatory

aircraft flew over the Sequoia National Park, Kings Canyon National Park and Sequoia

National Forest, equipped with Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and High-Fidelity

Imaging Spectroscopy (HiFIS) to collect data of trees in and around Sequoia Groves for

the Leaf to Landscape Project (Nydick, 2018). LiDAR uses lasers attached to an aircraft

to measure object distances on the earth’s surface (Sharma, 2021). This technology

can give a lot of data on individual trees and can give a 3D mapping of objects on the

ground from an aircraft or a satellite in space (Patterson, 2016).

The LiDAR tree data collected for this project is a collection of trees that appears

as two rectangle boxes when looking at it on a map. Each box has millions of trees that

are represented as polygons and covers an area that includes 38 sequoia groves that

are located between each box. These two boxes are known as the north box and the

south box. Once the LiDAR data was collected, the United States Forest Service region

5 remote sensing lab processed the data into TOA (Tree, Approximate, Objects) data.

This means that all dead trees were identified, and all living trees were identified by

species along with their shape area and shape length based on their canopy. I was able

to acquire the north box data through my employment with Sequoia National Park while

the south box TAO data is still being processed. The north box data that I received was

two GIS vector layers of TAO 2015 and TAO 2016 data. Each layer has tree data that

covers a rectangle shaped area of roughly 64 square miles and includes 11 sequoia

groves and 6 watersheds. These layers include millions of tree polygons of 8 different
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tree species, and just over 20,000 Giant Sequoia trees. The tree species that were

identified in the study area are, white fir, red fir, Jeffrey pine, sugar pine, ponderosa

pine, live canyon oak, black oak, juniper and of course giant sequoias. For this project I

will be analyzing these two TAO LiDAR collected data layers using ArcGIS Pro.

Some other layers that I used for this project I was able to also obtain from my

employment with Sequoia National Park. The sequoia grove boundary layers that are

used in my study area have recently been resurveyed by the park and it helped in giving

me a better accuracy to each cluster’s proximity to each grove. Another data layer that I

used from the park was the watershed boundary layer. This layer shows a polygon

boundary for every watershed that exists in both parks. With this layer I was able to clip

the watersheds that overlapped into the study area to just be inside the study area

boundary box for selecting dead trees by watershed. When trying to look for correlations

in the clusters I wanted to look at fire history. I was able to use a layer that included all

recorded fire history that occurred in Sequoia and Kings Canyon going back to 1922.

This data included size, date, and if the fire was started naturally or if it was man made.

This fire data was helpful when analyzing dead trees in the study area where the Rough

Fire had occurred and will also help in further analysis down the road when figuring out

why the clusters are occurring where they are.

Methodology

Before running any cluster analysis tools, I first needed to create layers out of the

two GIS data layers that I received. The two data layers I received are TAO 2015 and

TAO 2016 data, which is what the LiDAR collected on both flights that was then

processed to identify each tree collected. With this data I was able to start making

layers of only the dead trees since that is the focus of this project. I began by combining
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both the 2015 and the 2016 layers together and deleting duplicates so I can just have

one layer of all data collected for both years. With this combined layer I was able to

select only the dead trees and then make a layer out of the dead trees for both years.

Then I created a layer of just dead trees for 2015 and 2016 from my original two layers.

I did this because I wanted to do comparisons between each year to analyze the growth

of dead tree clusters in one year. By combining the two layers I believe that it would

assist in accuracy if there were any missed dead trees in one year but not the other,

considering this collection process is not 100% accurate. However, the results were

very similar between the dead trees 2016 layer and the dead trees combined years

layer, but it still is what I chose to use for running the analysis. I then converted the

polygons into points since most of the analysis I will be running is based on points and I

did not want size to be a factor, I just wanted the locations of dead trees. The results of

the combined dead tree layers generated a layer of 600,051 dead trees out of

2,857,251. After trying to run multiple cluster analysis on the entire dead tree data, there

seemed to be too many points for this area and my results did not seem very accurate.

One reason I believe is because of the Rough Fire that occurred in the study area. The

dead trees in the Rough Fire section are very dense and all the clustering was pulled to

that area of the study. Because of this I decided to split up the data into smaller

sections. I decided to break the dead trees down by watersheds and by 0.5-mile buffers

of each sequoia grove. I used the parks watershed layer and clipped all 6 watersheds

that overlapped the study area to just the study area boundary, shown in the figure 2-1

and 2-2. Once I had my watersheds clipped to the study area, I was able to select the

dead trees in each clipped watershed to create new layers. This resulted in 6 layers of
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dead tree points from the dead trees combined years layer, and 6 layers from both the

dead 2015 layer and the dead 2016. Each of the 6 layers is based on the watersheds

they are located in. Figure 2-2 and figure 2-3 shows the combined years dead tree layer

and the dead trees selected to each watershed.

Figure 2-1. Map of watershed boundaries that overlap the study area.
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Figure 2-2. Map of watersheds boundaries clipped to the study area.
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Figure 2-3. Dead tree points in the study area.
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Figure 2-4. Maps of dead tree points by watershed they are located in.

Then I ran a 0.5 mile-buffer around each sequoia grove and selected the dead

trees inside each buffered grove and created new layers for the dead trees combined

years layer, and the dead 2015, and the dead 2016 layers. The reason I chose 0.5 miles
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as my buffered distance is because anything further would put some of the buffers out

of the study area. Figure 2-5 and figure 2-6 shows this process using the combined

dead years layer. Once I had these layers, I was then able to begin running different

cluster analysis techniques.

Figure 2-5. The Giant Forest Grove with a 0.5-mile buffer
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Figure 2-6. Dead trees within a 0.5-mile buffer of the Giant Forest grove.
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Limitations

There are some limitations with my data that I should bring up before going into

my results. This data was given to me through my employment with the National Park

Service. I did not collect the data myself nor have I had contact with the people who

collected or processed the data. From what I have been told and read, I am confident

that it is credible data. One thing to keep in mind is that the LiDAR data may not be

completely accurate considering millions of trees are being identified through remote

sensing technologies and not eyes on the ground. Having said that, I do believe that this

type of data collection is extremely accurate for what my project is based on. However, I

do think that there may have been an error in the 2015 dead layer data that I need to

address. There is a small section of the 2015 dead trees layer that has almost no dead

trees and I believe it could be data missing or a processing error. I do not think that it is

an area of the study that had small amounts of dead trees so I will not be reporting it as

an extremely low dead tree section but as a possible error section. This is one reason

why I combined both years of dead tree data into one layer and deleted the duplicates

just to get the best accuracy for any missed dead trees in either year. This should not be

a factor on the main cluster analysis of the project since the 2016 dead tree layer and

the combined dead tree layer are quite identical. A dead tree in 2015 would still be a

dead tree in 2016, however I combined the years to make sure I got any dead trees that

could be missing.  I was hoping to compare both years to show where dead tree

clusters grew in one year per watershed and by tree species, but I’m worried it could be

misleading, even though it is a small section of the study area. However, I will be able to

continue to do 2015 and 2016 comparisons but only for the buffered groves section

since they don’t fall in the possible error zone, except for the Lost Grove. The only
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watershed affected by this possible error zone is the North Fork and the Marble Fork

watersheds, but there will be no analysis on those watersheds 2015 layer. Even though

this takes away a bit of good analysis by comparing 2015 and 2016 data, it is not the

main point of this project. I do believe that the rest of the data is credible for what I am

trying to achieve.

Quadrat count method

Since there are so many data points, there are certain cluster-finding techniques

that work well on the entire data of that size and some that do not. For analysis on all

the dead tree data I used the quadrat count method. The quadrat count method is a

technique that divides a study area into subregions of quadrats (Gimond, 2021). Then

there is a calculation of the point density by dividing point totals in each quadrat by the

quadrats area (Gimond, 2021). For this study, points are dead trees per quadrat, which

means that picking your quadrant size is very important. These quadrats can use many

different shapes, such as triangles or squares, and these shapes are created by running

the create fishnet tool. Before running this tool, I needed to add a field to my dead tree

point layer which I named weight and ran the calculate field tool to have the weight field

equal to 1. Running the create fishnet tool allows me to create several quadrats in a grid

over my data area. After experimenting with different sizes, I created a fishnet and

rotated it to fit my data and selected all the boxes in my study to produce no empty

squares outside of the study area. There are 90 boxes that cover an area of about

1,200 acres each and are about 1.5 miles long and 1.3 miles wide. Once I added my

weight field and created my fishnet, I then ran the Summarize Within tool to summarize

the number of total dead trees per quadrat into a table. After this I ran the frequency tool

to chart the frequency and the number of dead trees within each quadrat. Once this was
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finished, my quadrat boxes were color coded by the different amounts of points in each

box which I then recolored and made into a map. Using the table that was created to

find the frequency, I was then able to do some calculations to find the Variance Mean

Ratio (VMR) to find out if the dead trees are clustered, dispersed, or random. To do this

I exported the table into excel with the table to excel tool and then was able to do the

calculations. First, I took the total number of trees and divided by the number of

quadrats to find the mean quadrant count. Next, I had to find the standard deviation by

subtracting the number of events (K) by the mean (μ). Since I had so many points, all

my events are 1 since each box has a different number of points, there is not an exact

number of points in two different boxes. Once the standard deviation is found, I then

found the variance(S²) by subtracting the events (K) from the mean, squaring it (K- μ) ²,

then summing the numbers, dividing by number of quadrats, subtract by 1 to account for

the degrees of freedom, and then dividing by the mean. If the number is above 1 then

the trees are considered clustered and not random or dispersed.

Point Density and Kernel Density

Point Density is a statistics tool that can be run in ArcGIS Pro, which takes point

features and calculates them around each raster cell. A neighborhood is classified in the

center of a raster cell and then the points are totaled in each neighborhood and divided

by each neighborhood area (“Point Density (Spatial Analyst”), n.d.). It essentially

creates a smoothing out of the point data and then it gets color coded to show the

different amounts of each neighborhood (“Point Density (Spatial Analyst”), n.d.). Kernel

density is very similar to the point density tool, but instead of calculating around each

raster cell it uses a kernel function to fit a smoothed-out surface to each point and
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calculates a magnitude per unit area (“Kernel Density (Spatial Analyst)”, n.d.). The

output of each shows the smooth out areas as color coded by their high and low values

(“Kernel Density (Spatial Analyst)”, n.d.).

Heat maps

Heat maps are a great way to visualize the density of your data. It is one reason

why I converted my polygons to points since heat maps only work with point density

("Heat Map Symbology”, n.d.). Heat maps show the magnitude of clustering through

color based on the point data being either sparse or dense ("Heat Map Symbology”,

n.d.). Heat maps are very effective when there is a sizable number of points or if there

are points overlapping ("Heat Map Symbology”, n.d.). I was able to create multiple heat

maps of all my study areas which show a colorful visual of where there are sparse and

dense spots of dead trees.

Optimized Hot Spot Analysis

The Optimized Hotspot Analysis tool works by creating hot and cold spots using

the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic, based on points and polygons (“Optimized Hot Spot Analysis

(Spatial Statistics)”, n.d.). The Getis-Ord Gi* statistic is shown in Figure 2-7 below,

courtesy of the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). This tool creates

fishnets of squares or hexagons and will fill in the grids with colors representing hot and

cold spots (“Optimized Hot Spot Analysis (Spatial Statistics)”, n.d.). I ran the Optimized

hot spot tool for all my watersheds along with all the groves in the study areas with a

0.5-mile buffer for 2015 and 2016. By performing this I was able to get an image of large

red spots representing hot spots of dead trees, blue spots representing cold spots of

dead trees, and white spots representing insignificant spots. I then added the sequoia

trees point layer to determine how far these hot spots are from actual giant sequoia
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trees to give a good visual of the sequoia trees distance to hot spots and their

vulnerability. I am running multiple cluster analysis for each watershed, however

because of the length and repetitiveness of the maps, I decided I will only show the

results of the optimized hot spot analysis on the buffered groves section. This is

because I believe they give the best visual out of the other analyses especially when

doing year comparisons.

Figure 2-7. Getis-Ord Gi* statistic courtesy of the ESRI website

Average Nearest Neighbor

The average nearest neighbor is a tool that calculates the distance of each

centroid and the centroids nearest neighbors’ location and then finds the mean of all the

nearest neighbors’ distances (How Average Nearest Neighbor works, n.d.). The mean

distances are what the average nearest neighbor uses to determine if the features are

clustered, dispersed, or random (How Average Nearest Neighbor works, n.d.). The tool

will give you the results of the z-scores and the p-value which tell you if you can reject
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the null hypothesis (“What is a z-score? What is a P-Value?”, n.d.). The p-value is the

probability, and the z-score is the standard deviation (“What is a z-score? What is a

P-Value?”, n.d.). I ran this tool on every dead tree layer that I had. If results are

clustered that means that there are areas of interest, and it shows that there is a need

for further analysis. If the dead trees are considered dispersed or random then there

may be no areas of interest, possibly just dead trees in a forest.

The reason that I wanted to run so many different cluster analyses is because I

want to be able to make sure that the dead tree clusters are accurate since this data

could be used in future studies and could be used for prescribed fire planning. It is

harder to defend the cluster's accuracy if I only did one or two types of cluster analysis,

especially if there are many points in a large area. However, doing as many different

techniques as I am and breaking the points down into smaller sections, I will be more

confident in defending the clusters if the results are all similar when performing each

technique.

Fires

With the fire history layer that I acquired from the park I thought it would be good

to look at fire history and compare past fires to the dead tree data. I wanted to look at

the damage that was done by the Rough Fire considering that it occurred in the study

area just after the 2015 data was collected and less than a year before the 2016 data

was collected. To do this I clipped the Rough Fire polygon to just the area that it burned

inside the study area. Then I was able to select dead trees in this study area burn zone

from the before 2015 layer and the after 2016 layer. Then with each rough fire zone

before and after layers I created heat maps to show the magnitude of tree mortality that
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the fire caused. Then I clipped all fires going back to the 1980’s to the study area and

then did a side-by-side comparison to look at fires and dead tree clusters.

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

Quadrat Count Method

Figure 3-1. Results of the quadrat count method.
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In Figure 3-1 you can see the results of the quadrat count method. This method

generated 90 boxes that covers the study area, and each box is about 1200 acres. With

the points summarized within, I was able to color code each quadrat by the amounts of

points in each quadrat, shown in the legend. In this figure it shows which 1,200 acre

boxes of the study area have the highest and lowest numbers of dead trees.  Notice the

only quadrats that had the highest points are in dark red, which is where the Rough Fire

occurred. In the entire study area, there are 666,051 dead trees and they were

calculated by the quadrat that they are located in, which resulted in a mean of 7400

dead trees per quadrat. This calculates to a total variance of 492,838,1253, an

Observed Variance (S²) of 55,375,070, giving a Variance Mean Ratio (VMR) of 7482.

When the Variance mean ratio is greater the 1 that means that the points are

considered clustered.

Middle Fork Watershed

Figure 3-2 is showing where the middle fork is located inside the study area. In

this watershed there are 21,954 dead trees with a total tree loss of 6,537 from 2015 to

2016. There are a total of 2,146 existing sequoia trees in this watershed as of 2016.

Part of the Giant Forest is located inside this watershed. In figures 3-3 through 3-6

shows the results of the kernel density, point density, heat map, and the optimized

hotspot analysis.
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Figure 3-2. The Middle Fork inside the study area.
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Figure 3-3. Kernel density of the Middle Fork Watershed.

Figure 3-4. Point density of the Middle Fork Watershed.
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Figure 3-5. Heat map of the Middle Fork Watershed.

Figure 3-6. Optimized hot spot analysis of the Middle Fork Watershed.
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Marble Fork Watershed

Figure 3-7 shows where the marble fork is located inside the study area. In this

watershed there are 87,548 dead trees with a total tree loss of 53,647 from 2015 to

2016. There are a total of 4,809 sequoia trees as of 2016. However, keep in mind that

this is where the possible error zone exists so the loss of dead trees between each year

might not be that high. The rest of the Giant Forest grove and the Suwanee Grove exist

in this watershed. In figures 3-8 through 3-11 shows the results of the kernel density,

point density, heat map, and the optimized hotspot analysis.

Figure 3-7. The Marble Fork inside the study area.
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Figure 3-8. Kernel Density of the Marble Fork Watershed.

Figure 3-9. Point density of the Marble Fork Watershed.
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Figure 3-10. Heat map of the Marble Fork Watershed.

Figure 3-11. Optimized Hot Spot analysis of the Marble Fork Watershed.
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North Fork Watershed

Figure 3-12 shows where the marble fork is located inside the study area. In this

watershed there are 262,892 dead trees with a total tree loss of 159,928 between 2016

and 2015. There are a total of 12,079 sequoia trees as of 2016. However, keep in mind

that this is where the possible error zone exists so the loss of dead trees might not be

that high between years. Groves that are located in this watershed are Redwood

Mountain Grove, Big Springs Grove, Pine Ridge Grove, Muir Grove, Skagway Grove,

and Lost Grove. In figures 3-13 through 3-16 shows the results of the kernel density,

point density, heat map and the optimized hotspot analysis.

Figure 3-12. The north fork inside the study area.
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Figure 3-13. Kernel density of the North Fork Watershed.

Figure 3-14. Point density of the North Fork Watershed.
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Figure 3-15. Heat map of North Fork Watershed.

Figure 3-16. Optimized hot spot of the North Fork Watershed.
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Dry Creek Watershed

Figure 3-17 shows where the Dry Creek Watershed is located inside the

study area. In this watershed there are 24,300 dead trees with a total tree loss of 14,338

between 2015 and 2016. There are a total of 37 sequoia trees as of 2016. Groves that

are located in this watershed are just a small portion of the big stump grove. In figures

3-18 through 3-21 shows the results of the kernel density, point density, heat map, and

the optimized hotspot analysis.

Figure 3-17. Dry creek Watershed inside the study area.
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Figure 3-18. Kernel density of the Dry Creek Watershed.

Figure 3-19. Point Density of the dry creek Watershed.
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Figure 3-20. Heat map of the dry creek Watershed.

Figure 3-21. Optimized hot spot analysis of the Dry Creek Watershed.
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Mill Creek Watershed

Figure 3-22 shows where the Mill Creek Watershed is located inside the study

area. In this watershed there are 7,603 dead trees with a total tree loss of 6,6066

between 2015 and 2016. There are a total of 1,024 sequoia trees as of 2016. Groves

that are located in this watershed is just a portion of the big stump grove. In figures 3-23

through 3-26 shows the results of the kernel density, point density, heat map, and the

optimized hotspot analysis.

Figure 3-22. Mill Creek in the study area
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Figure 3-23. Kernel Density of the Mill Creek Watershed

Figure 3-24. Point density of the Mill Creek Watershed
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Figure 3-25. Heat map of the Mill Creek Watershed.

Figure 3-26. Optimized hot spot analysis of the Mill Creek Watershed.
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Mill Flat Watershed

Figure 3-27 shows where the Mill Flat Watershed is located inside the study area.

In this watershed there are 259,877 dead trees with a total tree loss of 189,263 between

2015 and 2016. There are a total of 613 sequoia trees as of 2016. Groves that are

located in this watershed are General Grant, Big stump, and Sequoia Creek grove. In

figures 3-28 through 3-31 shows the results of the kernel density, point density, heat

map, and the optimized hotspot analysis. Figure 3-32 and figure 3-33 shows the

optimized hot spots of 2015 and 2016 of this watershed. It shows how the hot and cold

spots change after the rough fire. It shows a hot spot in 2015 that disappeared in 2016,

probably because there was so much tree mortality from the fire that the clustering

changes. This shows why it is important to run numerous analyses and run analysis on

different sized areas.

Figure 3-27. Mill Flat Watershed inside the study area.
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Figure 3-28. Kernel Density of the Mill Flat Watershed

Figure 3-29. Point density of the Mill Flat Watershed
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Figure 3-30. Heat map of the Mill Flat Watershed

Figure 3-31. Optimized hot spot analysis of the Mill Flat Watershed
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Figure 3-32. Optimized hot spot analysis of the Mill Flat Watershed 2015

Figure 3-33. Optimized hot spot analysis of the Mill Flat Watershed 2016

Sequoia Groves

Figures 3-34 through 3-39 are the results of the 0.5-mile buffered groves

optimized hot spot analysis. In each figure there is a comparison of dead trees for 2015
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and 2016. In these maps giant sequoia tree points have been added, shown as black

points to help show amounts of sequoia trees in each grove and their location to hot

spots. I decided to leave out the big spring’s grove since it's very small in size and can

be looked at in the watershed portion.

Giant Forest
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Figure 3-34. Giant Forest Sequoia grove 2015 (Top) and 2016 (Bottom) hot spot
analysis.

Suwanne Grove

Figure 3-35. Suwanne Sequoia grove 2015 (Top) and 2016 (Bottom) hot spot analysis.
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Lost, Muir, Pine Ridge and Skagway sequoia groves

Figure 3-36. Lost, Muir, Pine Ridge, and Skagway sequoia groves 2015 Top) and 2016
(Bottom) hot spot analysis. Note that the lost grove is in the possible error
zone for 2015.
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Redwood Mountain Grove

Figure 3-37. Redwood Mountain Sequoia grove 2015 (Top) and 2016 (Bottom) hot spot
analysis.
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Big stump and Sequoia Creek Groves

Figure 3-38. Big Stump and Sequoia Creek sequoia groves 2015 (Top) and 2016
(Bottom) hot spot analysis.
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Grant Grove

Figure 3-39. Grant Grove 2015 (Top) and 2016 (Bottom) hot spot analysis.
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Average nearest neighbor

I ran the Average nearest neighbor tool for all the dead tree layers that I created.

The results were clustered every time, not one was considered random or dispersed,

shown in figure 3-40. Each layer had negative z values and a P value of 0. These

results show that the study area does have areas of interest that need to be looked at.

Knowing that the dead trees are not scattered equally or randomly shows that there

could be reasoning behind the large tree clustering.

Figure 3-40. The average nearest neighbor results for every layer.

Fire History

The rough fire was started just before the 2015 LiDAR data was collected but the

fire had not yet entered the study area. With both 2015 and 2016 dead layers we can do

a before and after comparison on this fire in the area that it burned inside the study

area. The rough fire was around 150,000 acres but only a small part of the fire crossed
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into the study area (“Rough Fire Interactive Map”, 2016). Figure 3-45 and Figure 3-46

will help to illustrate this. Even though it was only a small portion of the study area, it still

resulted in the death of thousands of trees. With the red polygon seen in figure 3-45, I

was able to select the dead trees in that burn area for 2015 and 2016. Seen in figures

3-47 and 3-48 is the before and after of the Rough Fire in the study area shown by

using heat maps. In this Rough Fire zone, the data shows 46,037 dead trees right

before the fire and 175,576 dead trees almost a year after.

Figure 3-41. The rough fire (150,000 acres).
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Figure 3-42. Portion of the Rough Fire that is in the study area.
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Figure 3-43. Heat map of the rough fire burn zone shortly before the fire.
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Figure 3-44. Heat map of the rough fire in the study area.
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Figure 3-45. Hot spots all together. Figure 3-46. Fires in study area by decade.

Figure 3-45 shows all the watershed hotspots layers together and figure 3-46

shows all the fires that occurred in the study area going back to the 1980’s. This I think

is important to look at to see if there are any correlations between fires and hot and cold

spots. There seems to be some correlations but it is difficult to conclude anything

concrete. It looks as if there have been a lot of fires inside the Redwood Mountain grove

and the Giant Forest Grove, which show in our analysis low clustering. This could

possibly indicate that prescribed fires are working. However, I believe that further

analysis needs to be done to conclude anything conclusive.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

The purpose of this project was to locate and map dead tree clusters near giant

sequoia groves. The where has now been answered and the next step will be to find out

the why.  The biggest dead tree clusters in the entire study are in the northern section

where the Rough Fire occurred.  Other noticeable large clusters are in the northwest

region of the Giant Forest grove,  all the way around the Redwood Mountain grove, and

just south of the Skagway grove. I have looked at a few variables to determine why the

clusters exist where they do but have yet to conclude anything significant enough to

report in this project. Fire history does seem to play a big part of it, as was shown by the

Rough Fire.  Many of the larger clusters seem to be on the perimeter of the groves and

not a lot of clustering inside the actual groves. After looking at the fire history it does

appear that a lot of controlled burns have been inside the groves, and now the

clustering is building up on the perimeter. This could however be several other factors

that need to be investigated. In conclusion the dead tree clusters are located and

mapped and can hopefully be useful in fire planning and assist in the continuing study of

tree mortality caused by drought.
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